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Graphene epitaxy on the Si face of a SiC wafer offers monolayer graphene with unique crystal orientation at the wafer-scale. However, due to carrier scattering near vicinal steps and excess bilayer stripes, the size of electrically uniform domains is limited to the width of the terraces extending up to a few microns. Nevertheless, the origin of carrier scattering at the SiC vicinal steps has not been clarified so far. A layer-resolved graphene transfer (LRGT) technique enables exfoliation of the epitaxial graphene formed on SiC wafers and transfer to flat Si wafers, which prepares crystallographically single-crystalline monolayer graphene. Because the LRGT flattens the deformed graphene at the terrace edges and permits an access to the graphene formed at the side wall of vicinal steps, components that affect the mobility of graphene formed near the vicinal steps of SiC could be individually investigated. Here, we reveal that the graphene formed at the side walls of step edges is pristine, and scattering near the steps is mainly attributed by the deformation of graphene at step edges of vicinalized SiC while partially from stripes of bilayer graphene. This study suggests that the two-step LRGT can prepare electrically single-domain graphene at the wafer-scale by removing the major possible sources of electrical degradation.
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Since the first discovery of graphene (1), its outstanding properties have drawn a great deal of attention (2–11). Among the methods to synthesize large-scale graphene (12–14), the growth of epitaxial graphene on a SiC wafer has been investigated as one of the most promising methods. Specifically, graphene growth on the Si face of a SiC (0001) wafer offers unique crystallographic orientation and monolayer controllability at the wafer-scale via a self-limiting sublimation of Si (15–18). However, graphene formed near SiC vicinal steps exhibits high resistance; thus, the region of carrier scattering near vicinalized SiC while partially from stripes of bilayer graphene. This study suggests that the two-step LRGT can prepare electrically single-domain graphene at the wafer-scale by removing the major possible sources of electrical degradation.

bilateral stripes of graphene are known to form near the edges, and (iii) the side-wall surface is not a hexagonal (0001) plane, which may not allow the formation of high-quality graphene at the side wall (15, 16, 18).

Here, we revealed the role of each parameter affecting carrier transport in epitaxial graphene by performing a layer-resolved graphene transfer (LRGT) process. We also confirmed that the graphene fabricated by the LRGT process is electrically single-domain graphene, whereas its ability to produce crystallographically single-crystalline graphene has been proven in the previous work (26). A one-step LRGT causes flattening of the epitaxial graphene on SiC step edges, which contains deformed monolayer, bilayer stripes, and graphene formed at the side walls of steps (26). We discovered that resistance of flattened graphene across the single bilayer stripe is 2.9 kΩ·μm where the measured area contains a bilayer stripe and side-wall graphene. Our simulation showed that such a resistance jump is solely due to the mobility drop at the bilayer, suggesting that the side-wall graphene is pristine. We additionally confirmed this by fabricating the field effect transistors (FETs) on the stripe-removed region and terrace region of the transferred graphene, both of which exhibit comparable FET mobility. Thus, we conclude that the graphene prepared by the two-step LRGT, where the all-bilayer stripes are completely removed, is electrically single domain at the wafer-scale. This is

Significance

The use of epitaxial graphene has been less favored over the use of chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-grown polycrystalline graphene because graphene formed near SiC vicinal steps accompanies carrier scattering, which makes the practical domain size of epitaxial graphene much smaller than that of CVD-grown graphene. Nonetheless, the origin of carrier scattering at the SiC vicinal steps has not been fully understood. Here, we experimentally reveal that graphene formed at side walls is pristine, and the scattering near the steps mainly originates from the deformation of graphene and partially from stripes of bilayer graphene. This understanding of the origin of scattering allows us to demonstrate large-size single-domain graphene, removing major scattering sources through a layer-resolved transfer.
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clear contrast to our previous report where we have shown only crystallographic single crystallinity in graphene through LRGT due to the uncertainty of the quality of graphene near the terrace edges of SiC (26). Further elimination of the process residues during the LRGT leads to a notable maximum mobility of 7,496 cm²/V·s measured at room temperature for a single-crystalline, single-domain graphene transferred on a SiO₂/Si substrate, which supersedes as the highest value ever reported from graphene formed on the Si face of an SiC wafer (15, 16, 21–23, 27–29).

**Results and Discussion**

We have performed a one-step LRGT process using a graphitized SiC wafer where graphene is mechanically exfoliated using a high-stress Ni film (26) (see Materials and Methods for the detailed process parameters). The entire graphene, successfully released from the SiC surface, was then transferred onto an oxidized Si wafer followed by Ni etching. Fig. 1A shows a photograph of 4-inch wafer-scale graphene transferred on an 8-inch oxidized Si wafer using the LRGT process. A schematic of this process is depicted in Fig. 1B, showing the flattening of deformed graphene at the step edge and side-wall graphene. We first measured a Raman spectra on graphene/SiC to evaluate the quality of grown graphene on SiC (Fig. S1). As shown in the map of the 2D/G peak ratio from a Raman spectra taken on a transferred single-crystalline graphene layer (Fig. 1C) (30), this graphene is composed of a monolayer sheet and around 20% bilayer stripes, called 1.2 ML hereafter (blue, bilayer; green, monolayer). Through atomic force microscopy (AFM), we investigated the surface topography of original epitaxial graphene on the Si-face SiC wafer and transferred epitaxial graphene on the SiO₂/Si substrate. As shown in Fig. 1D and E, ~10-nm-high steps periodically exist at every ~10-μm-wide terrace; after transferring graphene to a flat SiO₂/Si surface, these steps in graphene were no longer present and graphene was well-flattened to the substrate without formation of wrinkles (31). The flattening of graphene may improve carrier transport because mobility degradation in epitaxial graphene on SiC is known to arise from the curved morphology of graphene at step edges (19, 20). However, the presence of bilayer stripes in the transferred graphene can still increase carrier scattering.

It has been known that the resistance of bilayer graphene was substantially greater than that of monolayer graphene due to enhanced backscattering in bilayer graphene (32, 33). Therefore, periodically distributed bilayer stripes in flat 1.2-ML graphene transferred on SiO₂/Si would certainly account for carrier scattering. For further investigation on carrier transport in 1.2 ML, we fabricated backgated FETs on the transferred graphene on SiO₂/Si substrates. (Fig. S2) FET channels were formed orthogonal to the bilayer stripes as shown in Fig. 2A and B, which contain bilayer stripes of varying periodicity across the channel, where the width of stripes had a uniformly distributed average of 800 nm. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images shown in Fig. 2A and B represent the graphene FET channels, including one and four bilayer stripes located in a 10-μm-long channel, respectively. Field effect (FE) electron mobility and channel resistance were extracted at a maximum transconductance where the carrier density was ∼1 x 10¹² cm⁻² at a room temperature. Fig. 2C and D show average resistance and average electron FE mobility of a graphene channel with 10-μm length and 2-μm width as a function of the number of stripes in the channel, respectively. A monotonic increase in the average resistivity of graphene was observed as the number of stripes in the channel increased, reducing the mobility of graphene. The resistance increment attributed by one bilayer stripe in the channel was measured by taking a slope of the plot in Fig. 2C; the value normalized by the channel width was

---

**Fig. 1.** Optical properties and topography of single-oriented graphene. (A) Four-inch wafer-scale single-oriented graphene on 8-inch oxidized Si wafers via LRGT. (B) Schematic graphene structures before and after LRGT. (C) Map of the 2D/G peak ratio from Raman spectra (green color, monolayer graphene; blue color, bilayer graphene). (D) Tapping mode AFM images from graphene on Si-face SiC wafer and profile information. (E) Tapping mode AFM images from graphene transferred on SiO₂/Si wafer via LRGT and profile information.
2.94 kΩ·μm. This resistance value is an order of magnitude lower than the reported value of 21 kΩ·μm obtained from a 10-nm-high single step in our graphene on SiC (21) where the resistance jump occurs from the multiple causes such as graphene bending, local thickness variation due to bilayer stripes, and lower-quality graphene at the side wall of the step. This indicates that most of the carrier-scattering sources in epitaxial graphene before exfoliation were removed during the graphene transfer process in LRGT. However, graphene near bilayer stripes still plays a role in disturbing carrier transport due to backscattering at the body of bilayer graphene (32) or variations in electrical quality of graphene formed at the SiC side wall. However, wavefunction mismatch at a bilayer–monolayer junction does not play a major role in the mobility of 1.2-ML graphene (19) because the extra resistance from the wavefunction mismatch is much smaller (at least an order of magnitude lower) compared with what we observed. The effect of intensified scattering at the bilayer on the resistance of 1.2-ML graphene can be isolated by modeling electrical characteristics of flat monolayer graphene FETs containing periodic bilayer stripes. Under the assumption that the rise in resistance with increasing number of stripes is solely due to enhanced backscattering at the body of a bilayer stripe, we simulated a graphene FET with a single body of a bilayer stripe, which was measured to be 3 kΩ·μm, comparable to the value obtained from experiment. Moreover, simulated resistance-gate voltage characteristics of graphene channels for varying number of stripes showed excellent agreement with those experimentally measured (Fig. 2 E and F and Table S1). In the simulation result, monolayer mobility, residual carrier density, and the contact resistance were taken from the monolayer resistance without any bilayer stripe (Fig. S4 and Fig. 2E), and then the bilayer device parameters were extracted from samples with bilayer stripes. We simulated the result with extracted parameters, which are summarized in Table S2. With extracted information, we ensure that the resistance increase with stripes originates from the carrier transport through the monolayer and bilayer regions connected in series (see SI Text for details). This confirms that (i) electrical degradation in flat graphene transferred from SiC is solely attributed to the existence of bilayer stripes, (ii) substantial resistance jump at epitaxial graphene on SiC steps is mainly attributed to the sharp bending of graphene that may cause π–σ hybridization (19, 20), and (iii) graphene grown at the side wall of a SiC step does not contribute to electrical degradation in transferred graphene.

For further confirmation, we fabricated FETs following specific locations pointed in the SEM image in Fig. 3A: (A) between the bilayer stripes, (B) on the graphene where the stripe was accidentally removed during the process, and (C) on the bilayer stripe. The electron mobility measured from regions A and B were comparable, whereas region C showed degradation of mobility (Fig. 3B). This suggests that graphene on the location where the bilayer stripe was accidentally removed during the transfer process does not have any memory effect of having had a bilayer stripe or having been deformed, and again graphene grown at the SiC step side wall is pristine. To support this claim, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was performed to obtain atomic-resolution images. A scan was performed across the bilayer stripes in the graphene; the trace of the scan is depicted by the red line in Fig. 3.A. Fig. 3 C and D shows STM surface topologies, and we could identify (i) a honeycomb lattice structure with a lattice constant of 0.246 nm, indicating graphene, (ii) a monolayer graphene strip, and (iii) a bilayer graphene strip. The STM images revealed that graphene on the location where the stripe was removed during the process (B) shows a single monolayer graphene sheet, whereas graphene on the location where the stripe was retained (A) shows a bilayer graphene sheet.
2.4 Å from monolayer graphene and (ii) a hexagonal lattice structure from bilayer graphene due to the AB stacking of the layers breaking the symmetry, leading to two inequivalent C atoms per unit cell. Throughout scanning across the stripe along the red line in Fig. 3A, we could only identify perfect hexagonal monolayer and bilayer images, which supports the fact that the graphene coming from the SiC step side wall is pristine.

Although carrier scattering arising from geometric factors can be suppressed by flattening, uniform electrical quality of our single-crystalline graphene is still limited by the existence of periodic bilayer stripes. Considering the fact that the mobility measured from the location where the stripe was locally removed is comparable to that from the location between the stripes (Fig. 3A), the graphene transferred from SiC can be domain-free if the stripes are completely removed. We have performed a two-step LRGT process to selectively remove the bilayer stripes with single-atom thickness precision (25). In this process, Au is deposited on the as-exfoliated graphene on Ni film. Because the Au–graphene interface bonding energy is higher than that of the graphene–graphene interface, graphene stripes on a graphene sheet can be selectively lifted off by Au. During the exfoliation process, the monolayer graphene sheet remains bonded to Ni because the bonding energy between Ni and graphene is much higher than the bonding energy between Au and graphene. As shown in the map of the 2D/G peak ratio from a Raman spectra taken on the graphene transferred from SiC wafer by depositing highly strained, adhesive nickel (Ni) film on the SiC substrate was annealed at 850 °C for 20 min for surface cleaning in vacuum (<1 × 10⁻⁶ mbar). The substrate temperature was raised to 1,555 °C for 30 min, and H₂ was introduced into the chamber (800 mbar) for 30 min for a second surface cleaning by thermally etching the top layers of SiC. The graphene was subsequently formed on the SiC wafer in Ar ambient (100 mbar) at 1,575 °C for 60 min by sublimating the Si atoms from the SiC surface.

Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated that geometry-induced carrier scattering at epitaxial graphene on SiC can be avoided by transferring this graphene to a flat surface. Finally, this graphene is rendered domain-free by selectively removing intrinsically present bilayer stripes. We further identified the origin of carrier scattering at SiC vicinal steps, the role of each bilayer stripe, and evidence that the LRGT process can prepare domain-free graphene.

Materials and Methods

Growth of Epitaxial Graphene. A 4-inch epitaxial graphene was grown on a Si-face (0001) 4H-SiC wafer with 0.05° miscut. The SiC substrate was annealed at 850 °C for 20 min for surface cleaning in vacuum (<1 × 10⁻⁶ mbar). The substrate temperature was raised to 1,555 °C for 30 min, and H₂ was introduced into the chamber (800 mbar) for 30 min for a second surface cleaning by thermally etching the top layers of SiC. The graphene was subsequently formed on the SiC surface in Ar ambient (100 mbar) at 1,575 °C for 60 min by sublimating the Si atoms from the SiC surface.

LRGT (One-Step Exfoliation). Epitaxial graphene formed on SiC was exfoliated from the SiC wafer by depositing highly strained, adhesive nickel (Ni) film on graphene followed by application of a thermal-release tape handler for mechanical exfoliation of Ni bonded with graphene. Because the bonding energy of Ni–graphene is greater than that of SiC–graphene (16), Ni was used as an adhesive layer to compete for graphene bonding during the exfoliation process. In the graphene release process, SiC–graphene bonding energy was overcome by the strain energy provided by Ni film, leading to complete mechanical exfoliation of graphene from SiC (12). It was essential to evaporate 30-nm Ni initially to protect the damage on graphene and subsequently sputter 500-nm Ni to provide the strain energy. The graphene released from the SiC surface was then transferred onto an oxidized Si wafer, followed by removal of the handling tape and wet etching of the nickel film.

LRGT (Two-Step Exfoliation). To obtain a domain-free graphene, the bilayer stripes must be completely removed from the one-step–exfoliated graphene. A two-step LRGT process was applied to selectively remove the bilayer stripes with single-atom thickness precision. In this process, after the graphene...
exfoliation using a Ni film, Au is deposited on the as-exfoliated graphene on Ni. Because the Au-graphene interface bonding energy is higher than that of the graphene-graphene interface, graphene stripes on a graphene sheet can be selectively lifted off by Au. During the selective exfoliation process, monolayer graphene sheet remains bonded to Ni because the bonding energy of the Ni-graphene interface is much higher than that of the Au-graphene interface. The complete monolayer graphene on Ni tape was then transferred onto an oxidized Si wafer, followed by removal of the tape and wet etching of the nickel film.

**Device Fabrications and Electrical Characterizations.** The FETs were fabricated on graphene sheet on oxidized Si wafers (90-nm-thick SiO<sub>2</sub>/highly doped n-type Si). The channel length of transmissions was defined from 0.5 to 10 μm with 2-μm width by LEICA VB6 e-beam writer. The electrodes were made of Ti (0.2 nm)/Pt (20 nm)/Au (20 nm). After patterning electrodes via electron beam lithography, Agilent B5100 semiconductor parameter analyzer was used for all current-voltage measurement at room temperature in ~10<sup>−7</sup> torr. The SiO<sub>2</sub> was used as a gate insulator and Si worked as a backgate.

**Surface Imaging via STM.** STM experiments were performed with a cryogenic ultrahigh-vacuum STM system combined with SEM. The ability to carry out SEM in our system allowed us to easily locate and measure monolayer and bilayer graphene, respectively. The STM topography was taken in the constant current mode using a Pt/Ir tip for imaging. All of the STM measurements were conducted at 77 K.